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Executive Summery  

On 2011 the WOF team did a survey of the homeless and needy people in America. According 

to their findings there were more than 1000 homeless in closest areas which lead the team to 

start feeding them from then. WOF is feeding them very frequently and in special occasions like 

Christmas Eve and during thanks giving. WOF also is feeding the poor people that are living in 

The Midnight Mission, a shelter for the homeless to live with dignity. In this mission all the 

members of WOF took part as well as the little new members Leo and Bella. Leo and Bella are 

the smallest members of WOF who started philanthropy from the age 4 and 5 and are 

committed to The Midnight Mission.  

 

Helping homeless living on the sidewalks of streets 
When you think of America the first thing pricks to your mind will be luxurious life beautiful 

place and reach people but, once you get in to America you will see like most of the other 

countries across the globe, there are poor, needy, orphans and homeless people. One won’t 

believe but it’s the truth there are beggars anywhere on the streets and homeless people 

sleeping on the streets, parks and finds shelter under the trees or near the garbage areas. And 

when you think of Christmas Eve or Thanks giving what you think? Of course preparations, gifts, 

family gatherings, colorful tables, but not all are lucky enough to have these all. But there is 

always a God who never lets anyone’s stomach empty and there are always mediators through 

who people gets their daily meal. WOF is happy for being a reason to smile and a mediator 

through who homeless people in America are being feed frequently. Since 2011 WOF team 

started feeding the homeless people frequently and also tried to help them during Christmas 

and thanksgivings.  

WOF is helping people in Downtown, Los Angles which is the biggest place known for its 

poverty. The team would buy 500+ boxes of pizza and would go in the open streets of LA and 

hand out pizza slices to the homeless living on the sidewalks of streets.  
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The Midnight Mission  
 

The midnight mission is homeless shelter in Los Angles, opened with an aim to let the homeless 

also have a shelter and live with dignity. In this shelter 100s of homeless people lives and 

anyone who wants to help them in the form of clothing, money, food or anything in that matter 

are welcomed. They have volunteers in their kitchen cooking food. Taking this opportunity WOF 

also feeds those people every year in Christmas Eves and during thanksgivings. The WOF team 

gathers with the volunteers in their kitchen and cook for them. As the aim of WOF is not only 

feeding them once but multiple times. Thus, the team cooks double or triples of the amount for 

them each time keeping half in warmers for other time.   
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Leo and Bella are the smallest members of WOF they started helping poor and feeding them 

from age 4 and 5 and they are committed to the midnight mission. With small age they caries 

big generous hearts. Since then they always give hand in feeding those people in The Midnight 

Mission. 

 

 

 

Conclusion 
 

The WOF started feeding the homeless since 2011. Around 500 to 1000 homeless and needy 

people are being feed each time. WOF tried helping them during Christmas and thanksgivings. 

WOF also had a midnight feeding mission where they feed around 1000 people in USA. 
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